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Jake Boxer, investigative journalist and host of the conspiratorial news show Bullseye, is in serious

trouble. Not only is his soundman murdered by Russian intelligence agents while reporting on a

secretive New World Order, but his network cancels his show, leaving Jake humiliated and spiraling

into a deep dark depression.Years later, a condemned murderer, who claims he was abandoned by

the CIA, and who starred in an early episode of Bullseye, is finally executed for killing two supposed

Soviet spies back in the 1970â€™s. Jake Boxer, still trying to piece his life back together, is on his

honeymoon in a posh ski resort in the Alaskan mountains when he gets word of the inmateâ€™s

execution . . . and the old killerâ€™s final words: â€œThe good spy dies twice.â€•Those five words,

seemingly meant for Jake, draw the ex-reporter out of his forced retirement and into a complex and

deadly global conspiracy involving his newlywed wife, the secretive New World Order, and the

hotelâ€™s hundred or so â€œguests.â€• Everyone is a suspect.Described as James Bond in a

Stephen King novel, THE GOOD SPY DIES TWICE is the explosive first book in the Bullseye

Series. Part spy thriller, part whodunit, this fast-paced novel introduces an exciting new hero, the

intrepid, conspiratorial journalist, Jake Boxer.
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If this is, as the description suggests, the first book in a series, it's off to a pretty good start. The

characters are interesting, the plot intriguing and the action relatively fast-paced. Leading the case

is investigative journalist Jake Boxer, who used to host a tabloid-type show called

"Bullseye."Several years back, Jake's sound man on the show is murdered - presumably by

Russian intelligence agents - while he was digging up fodder for the show related to a strange

humming noise said to be causing health issues for local folks. At the time, the sound man was

engaged to the Clare, the show's producer; but after Jake goes on one too many far-out on-camera

rants, the show is canceled and he's kicked off his career path.Fast-forward a few years to the start

of the current story, when a man convicted of murderering Soviet spies back in the 1970s and who

claimed to be a former contract hitman for the CIA is executed. Jack has just married Clare (who's

now a travel writer), and the two have landed at a fancy-schmancy ski resort in remote Alaska called

Blind River - ostensibly so she can write an article about the place. Clare interviewed the now-dead

inmate several times for a story years ago and, to Jake's surprise, she's clearly upset by the guy's

execution. Suddenly, her behavior turns curiously secretive; and after a nasty turn of events, Jake

learns only that the man's last words to Clare were, "The good spy dies twice."Needless to say,

Jake - ever the newshound (and a paranoid one at that) - can't bring himself to not try to get to the

bottom of his wife's interest in the old man and the meaning behind those words.
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